INTRODUCING...
KOTA™ the next generation in MDF mouldings

- Fully finished
- Requires no painting
- Just CUT - FIX - FILL
- KOTA™ Touch-Up Technology
- Saves time. Saves money

PAINT NO MORE
The next generation in MDF mouldings
KOTA™ MOULDINGS
PAINT NO MORE

Elegant, Easy Fit, Economical

KOTA™ is the latest innovation in MDF mouldings. It comes fully finished and requires no painting.

Unique to KOTA™ is the application of advanced Eastman Cerfis™ Technology to create interior mouldings with a smooth and silky, ready-painted finish. The coating technology allows KOTA™ products to be as tough as they are elegant.

With KOTA™, the house builder improves procedural efficiencies significantly, reducing time and cost.

KOTA™ gives you the perfect finish every time.
KOTA™ FIX & TOUCH-UP TECHNOLOGY

KOTA™ FIX is a specially formulated strong hold adhesive used to firmly secure your moulding product in place.

KOTA™ FILL is a high quality, grade one, part water-based, acrylic polymer sealant and filler. It’s easy to apply and gives a reliable and professional finish.

KOTA™ KRAYON is a specifically colour-matched soft wax filler that is available for filling nail and pin holes.

We strongly recommend using KOTA™ FIX, KOTA™ FILL and KOTA™ KRAYON to achieve the desired KOTA™ finish.

EASY FIT

STEP 1: CUT

STEP 2: FIX

STEP 3: FILL

CUT. FIX. FILL.
KOTA™ brings you an innovative range of finished MDF mouldings that are fast, convenient and offer the house builder significant cost savings. KOTA™ mouldings can be applied after walls have been fully painted and the floor is laid.

This step change in procedural efficiency, saves time and saves money. KOTA™ provides you with the perfect finish every time - advanced Eastman Cerfis™ Coating Technology makes KOTA™ as tough as it is elegant.

DIY

KOTA™ provides an ideal decorative moulding solution for the DIY enthusiast. KOTA™ can be easily installed and provides an attractive elegant finish to any room.

As there is no need to paint KOTA™, it saves you time. Once the skirting and architrave is on - that’s it, job done.

Request KOTA™ for your next home build or improvement project. The benefits and savings will be all yours.

KOTA™ Benefits

- Fully-finished mouldings
- Durable
- Colour consistency
- No VOC's
- Simple 3 Step installation
- KOTA Touch-Up Technology
- Saves time. Saves money
- Manufactured by Balcas using patented Eastman Cerfis™ Technology
CALL DIRECT: 028 66 326797
www.kotamouldings.com

KOTA™ Advice
Got any questions; need any advice? Call us today one of our KOTA™ expert advisors will answer any questions you may have. You can also email enquiries@kotamouldings.com to request a free KOTA™ product sample or information brochure.

@kotamouldings #paintnomore

KOTA™ MOULDINGS

- Fully finished
- Requires no painting
- Just CUT - FIX - FILL
- KOTA Touch-Up Technology
- Saves time. Saves money
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